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Covers everything users need to get up to speed on C programming, including advanced topics to

take their programming skill to the next level Walks C programmers through the entire development

cycle of a C program-designing and developing the program, writing source code, compiling the

code, linking the code to create the executable programs, debugging, and deployment Provides

thorough coverage of keywords, program flow, conditional statements, constants and variables,

numeric values, arrays, strings, functions, pointers, debugging, prototyping, and much more

Addresses some advanced programming topics such as graphics and game programming as well

as Windows and Linux programming Includes dozens of sample programs that readers can adapt

and modify for their own uses Written by the author of the first-ever For Dummies book-a man

known for his ability to take complex material and present it in a way that makes it simple and fun
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NOTE ABOUT WINDOWS VISTA/WINDOWS 7: There are many FREE compiler's that work with

this book available to download! Before I type my review I realize that it is highly possible that some

people may be contemplating purchasing this book, but wondering if they can find a compiler to use

with this book on modern Windows Vista/Windows 7 computers. The answer is yes there are many

FREE compilers my personal favorite is listed at the end of this review.If you use Linux you will most

probably already have the gcc compiler installed on your system!C is my favorited programming

language. C came before C++ and in my opinion gets less attention these days than it should! I also



know some C++ and BASIC(QBASIC, yabasic, and Liberty BASIC)-I don't recomend learning basic

these days. I use C and sometimes C++ on both Windows and Linux(Ubuntu) systems and in the

past have used Red Hat and Mandrake Linux with C++.This is a great book for learning C if you

have little or no programming experience, and even if you have some experience with another

programming language. I have never read the "C for Dummies" by the same author, but if you have

any trouble following this book the other is supposed to be slower paced and explain things in a

more understandable way.The author does an amazing job at balancing hummor and information. I

hope this author, the author of the first for Dummies book, publishes some more C books and

hopefully a couple books on Intel and AMD assemly.If you know how to use a computer and maybe

have programmed a little in C++ or another language this book, "C All-In-One Desk Reference" will

probably be easy for you to follow.
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